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A general method is provided for enumerating sequences ~~~~ *.. on with respect 
to length, number of inversions, and the relationship between oi and oj for all 
i and j. 
Many combinatorial problems may be expressed in terms of enumerating 
sequences subject to various restrictions. A casual glance at the combinatorial 
literature (see bibliography of [7]) indicates the number and variety of such 
problems which have been examined for various reasons during the last few 
decades. In the main, each problem has given rise to its own method of 
solution. The nature of the problems, however, suggest that large classes of 
them should admit systematic and unified treatment. Within recent years 
certain steps in this general direction have been taken by Cartier and Foata 
[3], Foata and Schtitzenberger [4], Stanley [9], Jackson and Aleliunas [6], 
Jackson and Goulden [7], Gessel [5], Reilly [B] and others. 
In this paper we present a general theory for the enumeration of a wide 
class of sequence and permutation problems. This class includes and extends 
a great number of the classes studied in the literature. In particular, we 
examine the enumeration of sequences 0 = ulup *** un with respect to 
length and number of inversions, subject to various conditions on the relation- 
ships between ui and crj for all i and j. We describe these conditions with 
matrices whose (i, j)th entry is the required relation to which the pair (ui , Us) 
belongs. These matrices are then mapped into appropriate algebras, 
producing the required generating functions. 
This work was suggested by the work of Jackson and Goulden [7]. They 
examined the enumeration of sequences u = ulu, *a. un subject to conditions 
on all pairs of adjacent elements, ui and u~+~ . They solved a large number of 
problems using their methods, including the classical ones (derangements, 
alternating permutations, Simon Newcomb problem, Menage problem, etc.). 
Although the methods here are entirely different, we will not repeat those 
examples. We have chosen to illustrate our work with examples of problems 
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relating adjacent and non-adjacent elements. No other systematic theory for 
such problems appears to be in the literature. 
We have made use of the work of Gessel [5]. We borrow his homomor- 
phisms to include inversions in the problems considered here. 
Section 1 contains the foundations of the theory. Here we define two types 
of algebras and homomorphisms. The facts that these structures determine 
the desired generating functions are the statements of Propositions 1.4 and 
1.6. We provide methods for simplifying the computation of these generating 
functions by writing them as sums and products of the homomorphisms 
restricted to certain subalgebras. Sections 2 and 3 provide the next step in the 
computation of the generating functions. Here we develop methods for 
computing the values of the homomorphisms on the various subalgebras. In 
Section 2 we concentrate on the problem of enumerating permutations with 
respect to length and number of inversions. In Section 3 we enumerate se- 
quences on fixed alphabets with respect to length. Applications of the theory 
to particular problems are given in Section 4. In Section 5 we further illustrate 
the theory by applying it to different alphabets. We demonstrate that some 
results of Stanley [9], derived by means of binomial posets, may be obtained 
as special cases. We emphasize that these examples of both Sections 4 and 5 
are intended purely as illustrations of how to apply the methods of Sections 1, 
2 and 3, and have therefore been chosen for their relative simplicity. The 
interested reader can solve large numbers of problems (either made up or 
from the literature) using the methods developed here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our goal is to determine the number of words on a given alphabet which 
satisfy various specified patterns. In most of the work we do, our alphabet 
could be any set. For notational convenience, in the development of the 
theory we will take the alphabet to be equal to the positive integers, denoted 
P. We will let B0 denote the set of all words on the alphabet; that is, Z88 is 
the free monoid on the alphabet P. If CJ = (T~CT~ ... u, E Bb, where each 
ui E P, we say that the length of (T is n, and write n = l(u). Let 0&, denote the 
collection of all square matrices whose entries are subsets of P x P. Let 
w = P x P. If A is any matrix we will write A = (Q) to mean that aij is the 
entry in the ith row and jth column of A. Let the function N : G& --f P be 
given by N(A) is the size of A. We define a function IC : G& + g(gb), from 0&, 
to the power set of g’(, , as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.1. If A = (a,J E aC, then K(A) = {u1u2 .*. UN(~) E BB, : ui E P 
for all i and (ui , uj) E aij for all i and j}. 
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Intuitively, each A E 0& determines a word pattern and the elements of K(A) 
are precisely the words of sb which fit that pattern. For example, if 7rl = 
{(x, u) E P x P: x < y} and if 7rZ = {(x, y) E P x P : x > r} and if 
ww w 
then K(A) consists of all words u102cr3 of length 3 = N(A) for which a, > u2, 
u2 -=z uQ and u1 < u3 . Clearly, as slight modifications of this example suggest, 
there exists A E 0& with K(A) empty. 
For each n E P, write [n] = {1,2 ,..., n}. If n E P and u = uluZ a** u’, E Bib 
we may write u : [n] --f P : i + ui . We will denote the image of this func- 
tion by Im(u). 
If R is a ring and Xis a set, let R[[X]] be the set of all functionsf: X-t R, 
written in the form Cscx fZx. Obviously R[[X]] is an R-module. Moreover, it 
has infinite sums where defined. That is, let Y C R[[X]] where for each 
YEY,Y=C~~~Y~X.T~~~~=C,,,~ is defined by a = CZpx a,x whenever 
a, = CgEY yZ is well defined; that is, for all x E X, { yx 1 y E Y} contains 
finitely many non-zero elements. Various multiplications may be defined on 
R[[X]], provided a few precautions are observed. Suppose that * : X x X-t 
W’XII : 6, Y) -+ Lx GA Then * will extend to a multiplication on all of 
R[[X]] if for each z E X, azllz is non-zero for only a finite number of pairs 
(x, y). Then 
(zxf&) * pxgYY) = c ( c asvsfkY) z E Rm-II- ZEX ,YEX 
Let R denote the reals. Let JB = R[[Li?J] and let a = R[[@,]]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. (1) For each ME P define 
p”: Gl,-t.CS:A + c 09 
f=~(A)Irrnk+~rM]~ 
and extend linearly to all of 02. 
(2) Define 
and extend linearly to all of rZ 
For notational convenience we may write p for p”. Let PO = P u (0). 
We will be using the function p to count permutations; that is, to count 
elements of ab which as functions are injections. On the other hand, the 
functions p M for ME P will be used to count sequences. 
582a/28/2-6 
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In order to count the number of sequences of a given length satisfying 
given patterns determined by elements of G& , we define a function 4 from g 
into R[x], the ring of real polynomials in the indeterminant x, as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Define $ : &?b -+ R[x] : D + x2(o), and extend linearly 
to all of ab . 
Now for M E P, +pM produces the desired generating function for 
sequences, in the sense that for each n E P and for each A E 6& , the coefficient 
of xn in #p”(A) is precisely the number of sequences a in K(A) of length n on 
the letters (1, 2,..., M}. We write this formally in Proposition 1.4 below. First 
let us adopt the notation that if xzEXfzx E R[[X]] for any ring R and set X, 
and if y E X, then [v] Crexfg = f, . Notice in particular then that if p(x) = 
E:nm=op,,x” E Rbl = NHx” I n E PO}]] and n E P then [x”]p(x) =pn , the 
coefficient of xn in p(x). If T is any finite set we will write 1 T I for its car- 
dinality. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let B = Casa,faA E 02 and let n, ME P. Then 
L-4 $JPV) = c f~ i{u E K(A) 1 Im(u> C [MI: I. 
(Aa~lNL4)=n) 
The proof is straightforward from the definitions, and will be omitted. 
Observe that the binary operation of juxtaposition in @)b satisfies the 
criteria set forth earlier to extend to a multiplication on all of .%. We will 
write this operation as juxtaposition on all of B. Clearly the function + is a 
multiplicative homomorphism. As we will see later, this fact is the key to 
the value of 4 as a computational tool. 
We wish to count permutations, with or without counting inversions. (For 
u E a,, let I(o) denote the number of inversions of cr, that is, I{(u(i), ~0’)): 
i < j and u(i) > u(j)}1 .) In order to do this we need a function to use in place 
of 4, which is itself a homomorphism for the “right” multiplication. We 
borrow that function, and its related structure, from Gessel [5]. Tf u E g* and 
h(u) = (x1 ,..., xk) where x1 < x2 < 7,. < xi;, then define the reduction of 
(T, denoted red(u), to be that element of Bb obtained by replacing each 
occurrence of xi in u with i. For example, if u = 32884 then x, = 2, x2 = 3, 
xQ = 4, xq = 8 and red(u) = 21443. If 01 E g,, is reduced, then define (a) = 
xredoza u E .%?‘. Let 2 denote the integers and let Sym = Z[[{(ol): 131 E gb and 
ir: is reduced]]. Since Sym is a submodule of g’, the product of two elements 
in Sym is a well defined element of 6B. Gessel has proved that Sym is indeed 
closed under this multiplication by defining 010 /3 = {y E W, : y = y1y2 is 
reduced and red(y,) = 01, red(r,) = /3> and showing that (oI)@) = &a04 (7). 
Note that if u E ab, then the two conditions u = red(u) (that is, u is 
reduced) and I Im(u)I = Z(u) = n both hold if and only if u is an element of 
the symmetric group on n letters, Sp, . 
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Let q be an indeterminate, and let R(q) denote the reals with q adjoined. 
Forn~P,define[n],=1+q+q2+~~~+q~~-1andn!,=[1],[2],~~~[n],. 
Define O!, = 1. Gessel has defined the function &, as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.5. For each 01 E ar, with (Y reduced, define &(N>) = 
(zl(a)/Z(cx)!,) q’(a) if / Im(ac)I = I( cy. and $n((ol)) = 0, otherwise. Extend & ) 
linearly to all of Sym so that 4, : Sym ---f R(q)[[{(?/n!,): n E P]]]. Using the 
standard multiplication in the image ((z”/n!,)(z”/m!,) = (z”‘“‘/n!,m!,), 
where n!,m!, E R(q)), Gessel has proved that & is a multiplicative homo- 
morphism. 
We are now able to state our analogue of Proposition 1.4 for counting 
permutations with inversions. Proposition I .6 shows that $4p is the required 
generating function here in the sense that for each n, m E P and for each 
A E G& , the coefficient of (z”/n!,) q”’ in &p(A) is precisely the number of 
permutations g E Yn with u E K(A) and I(a) = m. To count permutations 
without regard to inversions, let q = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let B = xapn,fAA E 6Z and let n E P, m E P, . Assume 
that if A = (aij) E 0& and fA f 0 then for all i and j, (x, y) E aij holds if and 
only if red(x, y) E aij holds. Then 
Proof. Observe first that the additional hypothesis on the entries of 
A E & guarantees that for u E g,, and A E & , with fA f 0, (r E K(A) holds 
if and only if red(u) E K(A) holds. Hence p(A) = CtoCKCa) :o=red(o)I (u), which 
is an element of Sym and hence in the domain of c+$, . Now 
A~64 = 
+4 
c ___ 
(~~~(A):!Im(~)~=Z(o)ando=red(o)) I(u)!, q”“’ 
r-7 K(A): I(o) = fi)l $ q”‘. 
n 
Hence Kz”/n!,) qml #w(A) = I{ 0 E 9, n K(A): I(u) = m}\ . The result follows 
immediately from the facts that &, and Q and p are both additive and Y,, n 
K(A) # 0 only if N(A) = n. 1 
Propositions 1.4 and 1.6 only show that we have defined our homo- 
morphisms in Definitions 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5 so that they produce the desired 
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numbers. They in no way explain how these numbers are obtained. Our aim, 
of course, is to use our structure actually to compute the required values. 
Towards this end, we begin by defining two “multiplications” on the matrices 
which will be used to factor elements of &, into their smallest “indecom- 
posable” components. Having done this we will only need to evaluate our 
functions on these components. 
For X, YE G& we define the direct sum of X and Y, denoted X @ Y, to be 
the matrix: 
where WI and W, are matrices of all w’s and N(X@ Y) = N(X) + N(Y). 
Note that a is a ring with respect to 0. The following lemma shows that 
all the functions pM (including p” = p) are ring homomorphisms. 
LEMMA 1.7. If X, YE &, and M E PO , then p”(X @ Y) = p”(X) p”(Y). 
ProoJ: Let X = (xij) and Y = (vij). Let u : [N(X) + N(Y)] + P be an 
element of ab. Then since (cr(i), u(j)) E o for all i and j, we know that 
u E K(X @ Y) if and only if for each i, j E [N(X)], (u(i), u(j)) E xii and for 
each i, j E [N(Y)], (u(i + N(X)), u(j + N(X))) E yij . Hence u E K(X @ Y) 
holds if and only if u = I$? where cy E K(X) and p E K(Y). The result is now 
straightforward. 1 
For the other “multiplication” we need to restrict the family of matrices 
under consideration. Let @,,w = {X = (xij) E 6&, : xij = w  for all i > j}, and 
let GFlm = R[[6’lbw]]. Now for X, YE 6&,“’ we define the product of X and Y, 
denoted XY, to be the matrix (zij) of size N(X) + N(Y) - 1, given as follows: 
Z<j = Xij for i, j = l,..., N(X) 
= Yi--Nw+l,i--N(X)+1 for id = N(x)v...9 N(x) + Ncy> - 1 
= w otherwise. 
Pictorially, 
XY= 
r x Wl -___ 
;o 
w 
W2 Y 
where WI and W, are matrices of all w’s. Note that GZow is closed under this 
operation. Indeed, the operation extends to all of OZw to make it a ring with 
respect to product. Write w, for the n by IZ matrix of all w’s. Then clearly w1 
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is the identity for this ring. Furthermore, if Y = CxEabWyxX G Oslo and 
yUI # 0 then Y-l exists in this ring and equals y;: ~~zO (wl - Y)“, where 
(q - Y)” = w1 . Finally, we remark that direct sums restricted to elements 
of I?&,~ may be written in terms of products; that is, if X, YE Q&w then X @,J 
Y = Xw,Y. 
A basic technique used here is the replacement of an element A E 6P, 
occurring as a piece of an expression T E 0P, by an element A’ E @? where 
p”(A) = p”(A’), in order to obtain an expression T’ which is easier to work 
with than T. Naturally, it is essential that p”(T) = p”(T’). Conditions for 
doing this are given in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.8. For any A, B, B’, C, D E C?? and for any A4 G PO , if p”(B) = 
p*“(B’) then p”(ABC + D) = p”(AB’C + 0). 
Proof. It suffices to produce an operation * on .S? with respect to which 
pbf is a ring homomorphism. For two sequences G = u1 *.. un and T = or ... T,,, 
such that u, = 71, let u * T = u1 ... u,r2 ... r,, and observe that * is an 
associative partial operation of Z?b . Extend it to B. Then p”(AB) = pA’(A) * 
p”(B) for any A, B E @. I 
It often happens with a given problem that one can find a subalgebra 
& of 0’ (also closed under arbitrary sums) such that if T is the expression 
representing the problem, then p”‘(T) may be expressed in the algebra 
p”(O&). In order to motivate the remaining work in this section, which 
provides a method for accomplishing this, it is helpful to look at a familiar 
example. Consider the celebrated alternating permutation problem of Andre 
[l, 21, concerning the number of permutations u = g1 ... CT, with u1 < uz , 
uz > u3, u3 < uq , etc. Let A, = (z “2) and A, = (E “z), where n1 = < (that 
is, {(x, y) : x < y>) and 7~~ = >. The expression (q f A,A, + A,A,AIA, $- 
. ..) = (q - A,A,)-l corresponds to alternating sequences of odd length, 
while the expression (wr - AIA,)-l A, corresponds to those of even length. 
Hence T = (wl - AlA,)-l (w 1 -+ A,) encodes the problem. The method of 
evaluating $,p(T) is far from obvious. It happens that solutions expressed in 
the subalgebra of a generated by p(&), where G& is the subalgebra of 02 
generated by A, , are very easy to evaluate. Now p(A,) = p(w2 - A,), which 
illustrates Lemma 1.9. Then applying Lemma 1.8 we transfer the problem to 
this subalgebra by observing that q&p(T) = q$p((q - A,w, L- A,?)-1 
(~1 + A,)). 
LEMMA 1.9. Assume that 17 is a non-empty family of pairwise disjoint non- 
empty subsets of P x P and that 6 = ~17. Let Ys E G&w be such that for some 
fixed i andj with i <,j its ijth entry is 6. For each 7~ ~17, let Y, be the matrix 
obtained from Y, by replacing the ijth entry with n. Then for any ME PO , 
P”V8) = znsrI PVJ. 
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The proof is straightforward from the definitions. 
Let us now assume that the entries of the matrices in 0?,, come from a finite 
set IZ which is a non-empty family of pairwise disjoint non-empty subsets of 
P x P satisfying w = ~17. Let 7r represent a distinguished element ofII. Let 
Q = zxttrbw ~,XE W, where (1~~1 + 0. By Lemma 1.9, for each X E U&w with 
qz i 0 there exist a finite family of matrices, say ,‘Fi), with p”(X) = xi 
@‘(Fj), for any ME P0 , and so that each Fi has entries exclusively from 
.L!\{z-} u {co}. Hence we may write p”(Q) = Cass p”(C,) where 9 is some 
indexing set and each C, E G&O has entries exclusively from 17\(r) u {w}. Let 
us say that the matrix C, factors if there exists non-empty matrices D, and E, 
in G&,“’ with C, = D, @ E, . Tf the matrix C, factors, let D, and E, be those 
unique elements of &,w so that E, is of minimal non-empty size satisfying 
C, = D, @ E, Now let 
Ql = c cm and let Q2 = c C,. 
(&:c, factors) (.x:C, doesnotfactor) 
Let & = QI + Q, . Assume that Q is such that Q, is a finite sum. (Of course 
this could be achieved by simply requiring that qz = 0 for all but a finite 
number of XE GZbw.) 
LEMMA I. 10. Aswrne the preceding hypothesis and notation on Q E GYw. 
LetR,SE6WandMEP0. Then 
p”“(RQ,?Y) = p”(RQ-‘S) + 1 p(RQ,‘DJ p(ExQ-‘3. 
(I:c,factors) 
Proof. Since QQ-1 = w is the identity for products, RQ;‘S = 
I?Q;‘QQ-“S. Then applying Lemma 1.8 we have that p”(RQ;‘S) = peb’ 
(RQilQQ-W = p”(RQzl(Ql -t Qz) Q-W = p”(RQ-W + C(a:Crr factors} 
,d’(RQ,‘(D, @ &) Q-lS). But p”(RQ;‘(Da @ E,) Q-IS) = p”((RQ;‘D,) @ 
(E,Qp’S)), so the result follows from Lemma 1.7. 1 
To illustrate Lemma 1. IO and its accompanying notation, we return to 
the previous example. Let (2 = w1 - A,A,. Let z-2 be that distinguished 
element z in II, which we will eliminate. Then p(Q) = p(wl + Al2 - A,w,), 
where none of the matrices wl, Al2 or -A,w, have r2 as an entry. That is, 
Q = WI -L A,’ - Ap,. Now 44~2) = ~(4 0 4 = ~(4) ~(4, so Q, = 
-A,w, and Q2 ==: w1 -I- A,“. Note that Q-l and Q.$ exist in fJw. Write 
S = w ~ A, . Recall that T = Q-IS encodes the problem. Setting R = w1 
in Lemma 1.10, we conclude that p(T) = p((wl + A12)-l (w + A,)) (1 - p 
(wl +- A12)-l ,4,)-l. Now we have succeeded in writing everything in terms 
of sums of p(A,“). The benefit of this is clear when one notices that +,p(A,“) = 
zn+1/+1 +- I)!, and hence the generating function for alternating permuta- 
tions is set .Y + tan .Y. 
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The applications of Lemma 1.10 are more general than the preceeding 
example illustrates. We will now apply this lemma to the general problem of 
simplifying p”(T’) where T’ = LT and T = Q-IS for L, S E 0P and Q as des- 
cribed above. In the lemma, let R equal each of the elements in (& : C, 
factors} u {L]. This yields the following I(& : C, factors} u (L)l equations: 
(1) P~(E,Q;~) S = [l + p”(-KQ,l&N ~~6%~) -- 
for each it for which C, factors, and if L + E, for some IY for which C, 
factors, we get the additional equation: 
(II) p”(T’) = p”(LQ;%) - c P~(LQ;%) P~&O. 
{o:c,factors) 
We have underlined in the above equations those elements which are to be 
treated as the unknowns. Thus the solution to the system of equations (I) is 
of the form C = (I + M) X, where the ith entry of X is p”(E,T). Hence we 
can solve for these unknowns in (I) provided the inverse (I + M)-l exists 
in the ring of n by n matrices over 3?, where n is the number of equations 
given by (I). But this inverse does exist since I - A4 t M2 - M3 + ... is 
well defined. Hence if p”(LT) = p”(T’) IS one of the unknowns appearing 
in this system of equations, we can solve for it. Tf not, after solving (I) we can 
substitute the solutions into (II) and solve it for p”“(T’). In either case we 
obtain an equation for pjCf(T’) in terms of {p”‘(EaQ;‘S) : C, factors} U 
{p”(E,Q;*D,) : C, factors) u {p”(LQilS)}. Now as illustrated earlier with Q. 
Lemma 1.9 allows us to write L and S as sums of matrices whose entries 
come entirely from n\+r} u {w}. We have thus reduced the problem from 
one where p”(T’) is to be computed to one where p”‘(E) is to be computed 
for a family of matrices E having two characteristics which make them easier 
to compute than p”(T’): (1) whereas the summands of T’ contained elements 
froml7 u {WI, each of the matrices E has entries exclusively fromII\(rj u {w}, 
and (2) None of the matrices E contains summands from Ql’. In the discus- 
sion following Example 4.2a, we illustrate in detail the technical need for 
these two operations. 
To illustrate the methods of the last paragraph, let us consider the problem 
of enumerating all alternating permutations which begin with either an 
increase (a(l) < a(2)) or a decrease (o(l) > u(2)). The problem is encoded 
with the matrix T’ = (wl A A,) T = (q -1 A,)(wl - A,A,)-l (q + A,). 
Letting R = w1 + A, in Lemma 1.10 would give 
PV’) = P(RQ,~S) -’ P(RQ,~&) p(T), 
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We have again succeeded in writing everything in p(T’) in terms of sums 
of p(A,%). Note that this was accomplished in two steps, by letting R = w1 , 
and by letting R = w1 + AZ in Lemma 1.10. 
2. EVALUATION FOR PERMUTATIONS 
In the previous section we developed a method for writing p(T) in terms of 
sums and products of terms which do not factor with respect to direct sum 
and which contain no troublesome unwanted entries fromn. We now turn 
to the problem of applying +p to these simpler terms. 
We begin by developing some notation. Obviously the combinatorial 
question of counting words of a certain pattern only makes sense if we restrict 
the size of the alphabet under consideration. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A E G& and Y = {x1 , xZ ,..., x~] _C P, where x1 < 
x2 < “. <Xlc. 
(1) Write K(A: Y) = {u E K(A): Im(o) = Y} and K[A] = K(A: [N(A)]). 
(2) For each i = 1, 2,..., k, define the index of xi in Y, denoted r( Y, xi), 
to be i. 
(3) For each j E N[A ] define 
K~(A : Y) = {a E K(?f : Y) : r( Y, a(N(A))) = j} and 
K~(A : Y) = {u E K(A : Y) : r(Y, a(l)) =j}. 
In this section we concentrate our attention on permutations, that is on 
those CT E K(A) with u : [N(A)] + Im(a) a bijection. Hence we specialize the 
above definitions for use here as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.2. (1) K : Q& -+ P(Bb) : A + (0 E K(A) : N(A) = 1 Im(~)i}. 
(2) For A E G&, and Y C P and Jo [N(A)], define Z(A : Y), K[A], 
2(A : Y) and $(A : Y) to be the intersection of E(A) with K(A : Y), K[A], 
K~(A : Y) and Kj(A : Y), respectively. 
Although Lemma 1.7 and the fact that $, is a homomorphism guarantees 
that we can simplify expressions of the form &(A @ B), we still need a 
method for simplifying products, that is, expressions of the form &(A@. To 
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this end, we define two functions, called A and r, which we will use in the 
proofs of a number of the results in this section and the next section. First, 
for each AE&,, write T~:P\[N(A)--~]-+P:~+~-~(A)+~. Now 
fix A, B E I%,~ and let XC P. Define 
z’i : /c(AB : X) + K(A) x K(B) : (J -+ (oA , uB) 
where uA = u 1[N(a)l ((T restricted to [N(A)]) and a, : [N(B)] + X: j+ 
m;‘(j). Define 
l? u K~(~“)(A : Y) 
f(Y,z,n)lYuZ=X.pcYnZ) 
X K+.(~,@ : 2) ---L K(AB : x): (uA , uB) -+ u 
where u : [N(AB)] -+ X is given by: u /r,,,(a)l = uA and for Jo (A’(A),..., 
NAB)}, 4) = UBT/LA. 
It is straightforward to verify from the definitions that A and r are well 
defined. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A, B E G&W and XC P. Then there is a one to one cor- 
respondence between E(AB : X) and 
U I?“~*~)(A : Y) x Kv(&B : Z). 
((Y,z,~):Yuz=X,Ynz=(~)) 
Proof Let u E K(AB : X) and fl(u) = (uA , ug). Then o&V(A)) = u(N 
(A)) = use,’ = ~~(1). Denote this element by p. Let Y = Im(u,) and 
Z = Im(u,). Then Y u Z = X and Y n Z = {p}. Since u is an injection, 
A(u) is an element of the expression on the right. By the previous comments it 
is clear that I’ restricted to these sets, is also well defined. Straightforward 
computation shows that /lr and .Z?‘l are the identity. [ 
In Section 1, for u E gb we defined the number of inversions of u, I(u). Let 
X 2 P and let Y, Z, p be such that Y U Z = X and Y n 2 = {p}. Define the 
number of inversions between Y and Z, denoted I( Y, Z), to be l((i, j) E Y x 
Z:i#p,j#p,andi>j>j. 
We will now assume that 17 is such that for all Y C P and for all A E C&, 
j K(A : Y)l = 1 K(A : [I Y I])1 . Now if W is any subset of a,, , let us write 
I w I* = clyow P’. Then for A E G?* and Y C P, I R(A : Y)], = I E[A]I, . 
Similarly, for each jg [N(A)] it follows that / $(A : Y)i, = / 12[A]l, and 
1 &(A : Y)], = 1 &[A]j, . 
For A E O&w we say that A is headed as long as every u E K(A) maps N(A) 
to the maximal element in Tm(u). In terms of our notation, this becomes the 
following: 
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DEFINITION 2.4. A E @,w is said to be headed if for each Y C P, K(A : 
Y) = KIYI(A : Y). 
Our objective is to simplify the expression r&(D) by “factoring” 1 a[AB][,. 
By restricting A to headed matrices, we accomplish this in Corollary 2.6. To 
apply an inductive process, we first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A, B E G&,W with A and B both headed. Then AB is headed. 
ProoJ Let u E K(AB : X) for X C P. It is enough to show that o(N(AB)) >, 
x for all x E X. Let A(u) = (crA , ~~8). Since B is headed, (s(N(AB)) = uB(N(B)) 
> z for all z E Im(a,). In particular, o(N(A)) E Im(a,) and A is headed so 
4NABN = 4WN 3 u(N(A)) = u,(N(A)) 3 y for all y E Im(u,). But 
X = Im(u) = Im(u,) u Im(u,), so we are done. i 
The following corollaries to Lemma 2.3 provide the desired factorization. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A, B E OZbbw with A headed. Then 
/ z[AB]J, = j I?[A]I, If (“iilk - 2j I G% . 
Proof. For Y, 2,~ such that Y u 2 = [N(AB)] and Y n 2 = {p}, and 
for (u, , us) E K~(~*~)(A : Y) x K,.(~,~)(B : Z), it is easy to see that l(r(uA , 
~~8)) = Z(u,J + Z(uJ + Z(Y, Z). Since r is the bijection of Lemma 2.3, we 
know that K[AB] = u r(SY*p)(A : Y) x I?,(~,~)(B : Z)), where the union is 
taken over ((Y, Z, p) : Y u Z = [N(AB)], Y n Z = {p}). Hence applying 
the preceding argument we have that 
1 K[AB]I, = c 1 I?‘(~,~)(A : Y)IB j ,QU)(B : Z)j, ql(y’z), 
where the sum is taken over {(Y, Z, p) : Y u Z = [N(AB)], Y n Z = {p}}. 
Since A is headed, for each such triple (Y, Z, p) either / Y / # N(A), in which 
case K(A : Y) = m, or j Y j = N(A). r( Y, p) = N(A) and 1 K~(~*P)(A : Y), = 
j I?[A]I,. Hence I K[AB]I, = 1 C[A]/, Cry$ C I Kr(z,9)(B : Z)l, , where the 
second sum is taken over {Z C [N(AB)]j{p,..., N(AB)} _C Z and I Z j = 
N(B)). Let Z be such a set. Then for some j E P, Z = (q , z2 ,..., zj , p, 
p + I,..., n) where q < z2 < *..<q<p. Then N(B)=j+n-((p-l) 
so v(Z, p) =.j + 1 = p - N(A) + 1 and Z can be chosen in (“7’) = (P?i$ 
ways. Thus 1 K[AB]I, = I K[A& C”l”“’ 2, N(A) (&:A))I G-NM+,@ : [NB)I)l,~ 
Now substitute k = p - N(A) + 1 to get the result. 1 
For each BE OZbw and n E P define $B(n) = Cfzl (“:!.;“)I GJB]~,. Then 
Corollary 2.3 becomes: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A, BE Ol,,W with A headed. Then ) K[AB](, = 
I 44l, ~BW(A)). 
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Now Y, has a straightforward interpretation in terms of K, which we give 
in Corollary 2.8. For each n E P let L” = (xij) E GEbW be given by N(Ln) = II, 
.yij = {(x, 1’) E P2 : x < y> for al1 i < j and xii = w for all i > j. Observe that 
for (T E .Zb , D E K(L~) = Z(L”) if and only if u : [n] -+ P with a(l) < u(2) < 
... < u(n). 
COROLLARY 2.8. For 3 E OlbW and n E P, h(n) = j k[LnB]lQ. 
Proof. Clearly Ln is headed. So apply Corollary 2.7 to the product L’“B 
and observe that k[Ln] consists entirely of the identity map, which has no 
inversions. 1 
Now clearly $B(n) is only slightly more difficult to compute than j K[B]l, . 
Moreover, both of these are easy to compute provided B is a small or un- 
complicated matrix. We derive these small B’s from the next lemma which 
shows that #B is “muItiplicative” as a function of B. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let A, ,..., A, E GYbuJ with A, ,..., A.-1 all headed. Let m E P. 
Then 
h;=,~i(m) = fi #A$ (m f  (y N(A,)) - i f 1) 
i=l j=l 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 LnAl is headed. Applying Corollary 2.8 and 2.7, 
~4+a,(d = I 4~‘LAAJ!n = I i[LnAdg ~A,UW”A,~~ 
= #.&) yL2(n + NA,) - 1). 
The proof follows by induction. f 
For any m E P let us say that {A, ,..., A,Ej C I?&,~ is a homogenous family of 
elements of OZbU if N(A,) = N(A,) = ... = N(A,,). Now let {A, ,..., A,} be a 
homogeneous family, and write A = Cz, Ai E 6Yw and N(A) = N(A,) for 
any i. We extend the definition of $ to such A E GY” by z,bA(n) = xE1 &,jn) 
for all n E P. 
We can now write &p entirely in terms of this well behaved function $. 
The result is immediate from Corollary 2.8, Proposition I.6 and the defini- 
tions. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A = CL”=, Ai E W, where (A, ,..., A,,} is a homo- 
geneous family. Then 
b(A) = #A(]) & . 
.n 
We have provided in this section a systematic way for simplifying $R(l) 
and hence computing &p(A). In Section 4 we solve in detail a number of 
examples which illustrate the application of these results. 
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3. EVALUATION FOR SEQUENCES 
In the last section we restricted our attention to &$A) for A E 0~9. In 
doing so we were looking at words in K(A) which are permutations. We now 
turn our attention to the problem of counting sequences in K(A) by computing 
&P(A) for A E Q/P and M E P. As before, our aim is to provide a method for 
simplifying products, that is, expressions of the form &+(A@. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A, BE G&O’, let Y C P and let k E P with k < 1 Y 1 . 
Define K(&? : Y)(A, k) = {u E K(AB : Y): 1 fm(a,)i = k}. 
Lemma 3.2 provides a sequence analogue of Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A, B E 6!lbw. Let k, N, j E P with k < j < k + N(A) - 1 
and j < N. Then there is a one to one correspondence between (u E K(L”AB : 
[N])(L”A, j) : 1 o([k])l = kj- and u K’(~.~‘(L’A : w)(L’, k) X K~(~,~J(B : z) 
where the union is taken over {( W, Z, p) : W u Z = [N], p E W n Z, / W 1 =,j). 
Proof. It is somewhat tedious but straightforward to show from the 
definitions that fl restricted to these sets is a bijection and r its inverse. 1 
The following corollaries provide the desired factorization of the product. 
COROLLARY 3.3. With the same hypothesis as Lemma 3.2, assume f&rther 
that A is headed. Then 
I{u E K(L’,‘dB : [N])(LkA,,j): 1 u([k])l = k;l 
Proof. Take the cardinality of both sides of the equation in Lemma 3.2. 
On the right appears the expression j K “(w+p)((L’iA : W)(Lk, k)l . By Lemma 
2.5, L”A is headed, so I&~,P)(L~A : W) = % unless p = max W, in which 
case I K~(~*~)(L~A : W)(Lk’, k)l = 1 K(L~A : [j])(L”, k)l , since j = j W I . 
Hence the whole expression becomes 
min(N,h’(B)) N 
/ ‘@-‘A : [.d)(L”, I<): zl 1 1 1 ~,.(z,p)@ : z)l, 
n=j 
where the third sum is taken over J,( W, Z, p) : W u Z = [N], j W I -i, 
IZI = m, p = max WE Z}. Let (W, Z,p) be such a triple. Then Z = 
{zl ,..., z, , p, p + I,..., N} where z, < zz < .** < 2,. < p. Hence m = i Z / = 
r + N - p + 1, so r(Z,p) =r + 1 = m - N + p. Hence / K~(~,~~(B : Z)l = 
j K,-~+~(B : [m])I . Furthermore, for fixed p, Z may be chosen in (“;l) = 
(,-“,-:,-,) ways. Now W contains all the elements of [p]\{zl ,..., ~~1, and there 
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arep--r=N--m+l ofthese.Since IWI=j,Wcontainsj-(N- 
m + 1) other elements, chosen from z, ,..., z, . Hence W may be chosen in 
(j-(Nlm+IJ = (~I$~~:~) ways. Hence the expression equals: 
Some simple algebra gives the desired result. 1 
For each B E cpG,w and for each j, NE P define h(j, N) = Czz’N’N(B)) 
ckj (~Z~)(~I~)/ K,+~+~(B : [ml)\ ifj < N and define h(j, N) = 0 otherwise. 
We will write YB for the (infinite) matrix whose entry in row j and column N 
is h(j, W. 
Now setting A = w1 and j = K in Corollary 3.3 yields the following easy 
way to determine YB . 
COROLLARY 3.4. If B E 6Ybw and k, NE P with k ,( N then 
$,(k, N) = I K(L”B : [N])(Lk, k)j 
But Corollary 3.3 gives more information than Corollary 3.4. It tells us 
that the matrix YAB factors in a most natural way; that is, as the usual 
product of the matrices Y,, and YB . 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A, B E GZbw ith A headed. Then YAB = YAYB . 
Proof. Let k, NE P with k < N. By Corollary 3.4 $aB(k, N) = [ K(L”AB : 
[N])(L”, k)l . But this is equal to C~~‘n(k+N(A)-l’N) I{u E K(L”AB : [N]) 
(Lk~, j) : o[k]) = k}l . Now applying Corollary 3.3, this expression equals 
z~;(k+NbI-l.N) 
1 K(L”A : [j])(L”, k)j Y,(j, N). But again by 3.4 I K(L”A : 
C/W”, k)l = Y,AW. I 
We now extend the definition of Y to homogeneous families, as we did in 
Section 2. Tf A = CL, Ai E rJ9, where {A, ,..., A,} is a homogeneous family 
of elements in GTDw, define YA = XL, Ya,, where this is the standard sum of 
matrices over P, . We can now write $#(A) entirely in terms of this well- 
behaved YA . 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A = CL, Ai f CYdw here {A, ,..., A,} is a homogeneous 
family, and let ME P. Then +,?‘(A) = Cr=‘=, (F) $J, n) xNcA). 
Proof: For each i = I,..., m, i{u E K(&) : Im(u> c MN = XL, (:>I K 
(Ai : [n])l . Now j K(A~ : [n])l = #A(I, n) by Corollary 3.4. Now apply 
Proposition 1.4. a 
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We have provided here a systematic way of simplifying U, and hence 
computing $p”(A). We again defer to the next section for examples which 
illustrate precisely how to apply these results. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We provide here a number of examples of applications of our theory. In 
4.1 below we outline the steps one should take in order to apply the theory 
of Sections 1, 2 and 3 most efficiently to solve problems in which a word 
pattern is repeated. In 4.la we point out which of those steps is needed to 
solve a fixed word, that is non-repeating, problem. In Examples 4.2 and 4.3, 
these steps are numbered to correspond to 4.1. 
It is easy to visualize a large class of problems by drawing some simple 
diagrams. Suppose X, and X, are two given transitive relations on P and that 
n E P. Consider any figure in the plane consisting of IZ points (no two of 
which fall on a vertical line). a solid line joining adjacent points (from left to 
right), and dotted lines joining arbitrary pairs of points (other than those 
pairs falling on a horizontal line). The diagram is read from left to right and 
assumes transitivity on rising and falling lines. We will refer to the sequences 
“on such a figure on the relations (Xi , A’,)” to mean all u : [n] -+ P such that 
for all i, j E [n] with i < j, (cr(i), u(j)) E X1 if the ith andjth points are joined 
by a rising line and (u(i), o(j)) E X, if the ith and jth points are joined by a 
falling line. For example, the sequences on Fig. 1 on the relations (<‘, >) are 
all u : [5] -+ P with o(l) > a(2), u(2) ,( u(3), u(3) > u(4), a(4) ,< a(5), 
u(l) < u(3) and a(3) > u(5). 
FIGURE 1 
Method 4.1. To solve problems in which the sequences have given 
beginning and end patterns and a fixed repeated pattern in the center, 
proceed as follows: 
(1) Encode the problem with a choice of Lr and an element of GYw of 
the form T = LQ-?S, where L, Q, S E IX@ and each is a finite sum of elements 
from G&w. The element T must be such that the appropriate coefficients of 
y&p(T) and +p”-‘(T) for ME P provide the desired answers as expressed in 
Propositions 1.4 and 1.6. 
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(2) Write L, Q and S as products of elements of 0&,w of minimal size, 
other than the identity. 
(3) Use Lemma 1.8 and Lemma 1.9 to find 0, Q1 and Q, (as described 
in $1 in the discussion preceeding Lemma 1.10) so that Q, is a sum of terms 
all of which (other than wr) are headed. 
(4) Apply Lemma 1.10 and the discussion which follows to write the 
system of equations for which p”(T) is one of the solutions. 
(5) To compute the value of the expressions which are to be treated as 
“known”, apply Lemma 1.8 and 1.9 to write them as sums and products of 
terms of the form p”(AB) where B is of minimal nontrivial size and A is 
headed. 
(6) Apply $p or $. (Recall that they are both multiplicative homo- 
morphisms). Then apply Theorem 2.10 or Theorem 3.6 to write all expres- 
sions in terms of the function #. 
(7) Simplify all expressions using Lemma 2.9 or Corollary 3.5 and 
using the definition that +L;lj = C#A( for homogeneous families {AJ. 
(8) Using Corollary 2.8 or Corollary 3.4 compute z,/J~ for these reduced 
terms A. Substitute for the solution. 
The method for solving a fixed word problem is essentially the same, but 
the system of equations is omitted. We outline the method below for easy 
reference. 
Method 4.la. To solve problems in which the sequences have a fixed, 
nonrepeating pattern, proceed as follows: 
(1) Encode the problem with a choice of II and an element T E GP. 
(2) Write T as a product of elements of IY,,~ of minimal size, other than 
the identity. 
(3) Apply steps (5) through (8) of Method 4.1. 
We now turn to some examples. Since the fixed word problems are similar 
to the repeated word problems and are easier to handle, we will emphasize the 
repeated word problems here. For the sake of comparison, Examples 4.2,4.3 
and 4.4 will all be on Fig. 2. ) l -*A 
FIGURE 2 
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Similarly, Examples 4.2a, 4.3a and 4.4a will all be on Fig. 3, which represents 
words on Fig. 2 of length 7. 
FIGURE 3 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Determine the number of permutations of any given length 
and with any given number of inversions on Fig. 2 on the relations ((, )). 
Solution. (I) Let17 = h , 2 , rr > where n1 = < and nz = >. Let 
7r2 7rl w w 
w w n-1 w w 
Then the sequences (respectively, permutations) on Fig. 1 on the relations 
(<, >) are precisely K(H) (respectively, K[H]). Let 
Al = (; 2) and A, = i; 2). 
Then the sequences (respectively, permutations) on Fig. 2 on the relations 
(<, >) are precisely K(A~H”A,) (respectively, k[A,H”A,]) for all n E PO . 
That is, T = Al(w, + H + Hz + **a) A, = A,(wl - H)-l A, encodes the 
problem.SoletL=A,,Q=w,-HandS=A,. 
(2) Let Bl = and 
ww w ww w 
Then L = A,, S = A, and Q = w1 - BIB,. 
(3) It is obvious that Bl and A, are headed, while B, and A, are not. 
But for all A4 E P,, , p”(B, + B,) = p”(AzA,) and p”(A, + A,) = p”(m2). 
So p”(Q) = p”(col - BIB,) = p”(q - B,(A2A1 - B,)) = @‘(co1 - Bl 
(~2 - A,) A, + B12) = pYw1 - B,w,A, + B,A12 + B12). Thus Q = Q, + 
Q, where Q, = -B,w,A, and Q2 = wr + BlA12 + B12. 
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(4) Let R = A, = L in Lemma 1.10 to obtain the single equation 
p*<(T) = [I - p”(AIQ;‘Bl)]-l p”(AlQ;lA2) for all A4 E P, . 
(5) Nothing to do here. 
(6) Since we wish to count permutations, we apply 4, to p(T) to get 
&p(T) = [l - &,p(AIQ;lBI)]-l $&A1Q;‘A2). Now we apply Theorem 2.10 
to the expressions &p(AIQ;‘Az) and $,p(A,Q;‘B,). For W = A, or B, we 
obtain: 
Now N(BIA12 + B12) = 5 implies N((B,A12 + Br2)“) = 4n + 1, so 
N(A,(B,A12 + B,2)n A,) = 4n + 3 and N(A,(B1A12 + Br2)% BI) = 4n + 4. 
(7) For W=A,orB,, 
$L,@,A~+B,wv(l) = h41(1) 
I 
fi $(&4,2+Et;3)(4i - 2) 
i=l I 
$w(4n + 2) 
= $441(1) 
[ 
%fi {h71(4i - 2) #.4l(4i) 1cIA1(4i + 1) 
+ &1(4i - 2) iliBJ4i)lj &vc4n + 3, 
where it is understood that the empty product is 1. 
(8) We need to compute t,!~~,(n), $AI(n) and lCIA,(n) for n E P. To this end, 
let G E k[L”B,]. Then u is a permutation on Fig. 4 on the relations ((, )). We 
have labelled the image of u on the Figure. Observe that g(n) = n + 1, 
n+2 
FIGURE 
u(n t 2) = n + 2 and a(n + I) = j for any j E [n]. For each choice of j, all 
inversions arise from pairs (i, n + 1) where i < n + 1 and u(i) > j. There 
are precisely n + 1 - j of these. Hence #a,(n) = Cy=, q+-j = ~~==, qk. 
An argument similar to the last paragraph shows that $a,(n) = Cz==, qk. 
Clearly $a,(n) = 1. 
58242812-7 
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Now substituting in (6) and (7) and simplifying we obtain the answer: 
h(T) = f (--I)” c, (4,1z”;-;,, 
i 12=n ‘,J I[ 
1 - f (--I)” c, (4nzy;)r -l 
n=o ‘U 1 
where 
and 
Uij “J for j = I ,..., 4i - 2 
= (4i - 2) for ,j = 4i - I, 4i, 4i + 1 
= 8i - j - 1 for j = 4i $ 2,..., 8i - 2. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.2a. For the sake of illustration, we will use our solution of 
Example 4.2 to find the number of permutations with m inversions on Fig. 3 
on the relations ((, >). 
Solution. Using Example 4.2 we compute as follows: 
[$ fp] $b,p(T) = [Y& q”](c, + - zi , 24 __ - 
P ‘Q ‘R c1 7!, >( 1 t co 4!, 1 
= [VI (cc?& - CIj 
= wnl(ccxl - q -t q2M, [51, - 4. 
Now co = q + q2 and cl = (q + 2q2 + 2q3 + 2q4 + 2q5 + q6)(Ciz1 qk). 
Hence applying Proposition 1.4 and performing the necessary algebra we 
arrive at the solution given in Table I. 
Before looking at the next example, we would like to use the previous ones 
to make some general observations about solutions. First, we will use 
Example 4.2 to illustrate the need for creating the system of equations. In 
step (6) we were forced to compute both c$,~(A,Q;‘A,) and &p(A,Q;‘B,) in 
order to determine $,p(T) from the linear equation created in step (4). Direct 
computation of &p(T) yields: 
Since Hn is not headed, the product lemma for $ (Lemma 2.9) is not appli- 
cable. Furthermore, there is no way to circumvent the problem, since any 
algebraic formulation for H will contain the non-headed term B,w,A, . But 
Q1 = -B,w,A, . In fact, in general, Q, will be precisely the sum of all such 
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0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 1 
6 3 
7 5 
8 8 
9 II 
10 12 
II 12 
12 II 
13 8 
14 5 
15 3 
16 1 
> 17 0 
non-headed terms in @, other than the identity. The system of equations 
eliminates the summands of Q1 . 
The next observation concerns the solution of fixed word problems. If we 
were not interested in the general solution of Example 4.2, but only interested 
in a solution to Example 4.2a, our work would have been greatly simplified. 
For steps (1) and (2) of Method 4.la set T = A,HA, = A,B,B,A, . Substi- 
tuting for the non-headed terms B, and A, (other than the terminal A,) gives 
p(T) = p(4Bd pGf14J - pWGA12AJ - ~M4~4. Then apply steps (6), 
(7) and (8) of Method 4.1 to obtain the result. 
Our final observation concerns the solution of permutation problems in 
which inversions are not recorded. Suppose we wish to compute the number 
of permutations of any given length on Fig. 2 on the relations (<, >,). Setting 
(I = 1 in the solution of Example 4.2 will, of course, give the solution. 
However, if we were only interested in the solution to this problem, it is 
easier to set 4 = 1 at the onset of the calculations in Example 4.2. Then at 
step (8) we see easily that h,(n) = j E[L”BJ = n, #a,(n) = / K[L”A,]I = y1 
and $a,(n) = 1. Substituting these numbers into steps (6) and (7) give the 
much sampler result: 
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where c, = n,“=O (4i + 2)(4i + 1). Observe then that [z7/7!] +rp(T) = 80, 
which of course is the sum of the entries in Table I. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Determine the number of sequences on the alphabet 
(1, L.., M) of any given length on Fig. 2 on the relations (<, >). 
Sohrtion. (1) through (5) same as Example 4.2. 
(6) 4vYT) = kYAlQ~1A2)[l - cW’V,Q;~MI-~. Now we apply 
Theorem 3.5 to the expressions &M(A1Q;‘A2) and ~~~(ArQ;‘Br). For 
W = A, or B, we obtain: 
= ,c, (- lY c, (;I $ht,(B,,4,~,Bl%v(L m> xN(A1(B1A12+B,2)“W). 
As in Example 4.2, N(A,(B,A,z + B12)n W) equals 4n + 3 if W = A, and 
equals 4n + 4 if W = B, _ 
(7) For W = 4 or 4 , yA~(B1A,2+Bl~)nW = ~A1(y/,l~jl + %,)” Yy,. 
(8) We need to compute first YB, , YA, and YA, . To find YBl(k, N) 
consider Fig. 5 on the relations ( <, >). Since its terms arise from sequences 
on k + 2 points with image [N], clearly it equals zero unless N = k, k + 1 
or k + 2. For each such pair (k, N), if u E K(L”B, : [N])(L”, k) then 0 labels 
the first k points of Fig. 5 with distinct elements of [N] and labels the entire 
figure with all elements of [N]. 
N= d(k+2) 
FIGURE 5 
Clearly a(k + 2) = N; that is, the last point is always labelled N. Let j = 
u(k + 1). If N = k then a(i) = i for all i E [k] and j can be any element of 
[k - I]. If N = k + 1 then either u(k) = k + 1, in which case j is any 
element from [k] and u([k]) = [k + l]\(j) or u(k) = k, in which case j can 
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be any element of [k - 11. If N = k + 2 then u E 9k+z and u(k) = k + 1 
so j can be any element of [k]. Thus 
#&, N) = k - 1 if N=k 
=2k-1 if N=k+l 
=k if N=k-+2 
==0 otherwise 
We compute YA, and YA, similarly. 
&&, N) = 1 if N=k 
=I if N=k+l 
=o otherwise 
&& N) = k - 1 if N=k 
=k if N=k+l 
=o otherwise 
Substitute these values into the equation: 
+pyT) = f (-1)” ++3 [ n=0 jl (3 Dnm] 
x 
[ 
1 - i (-1)” 
Tk=O 
x4n+4 ,% (Z) q 
where D,, and E,, are the entry in the first row and the mth column of the 
matrix YA,(YB,Y~, + Yi,)” Yw for W = A, and B, respectively. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.3a. For the sake of illustration, we will use the solution of 
Example 4.3 to find the number of sequences on the alphabet {I, 2,..., M} on 
Fig. 3 on the relations (<, >). 
Solution. Using the previous example we compute as follows: 
Lx’1 WV) 
= b’l (x3 f (,“, Do, - x7 i, (;1;1) DI-)( 1 + x4 f (,“, Eom) 
Vk=l rn=l 
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One can easily compute D,, , E,,, and D,, directly from the matrices and 
obtain Table IT. Then for any ME P it is straightforward to compute the 
solution by substituting into the equation above. For purposes of comparison 
note that according to Example 4.2a there are 80 permutations in yI on 
Fig. 3 on the relations (<, >) while according to this Example there are 
11,616 sequences over the alphabet (1,2,..., 7) on Fig. 3 on the relations 
(G, 1). 
TABLE IL 
m D Orn E om D Irn 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
>8 
0 
4 
52 
192 
304 
220 
60 
0 
The next example differs from the previous two in two important ways. In 
the first place, it is encoded with a set I7 of cardinality three. Secondly, it 
produces two equations in two unknowns. Although these both contribute to 
a more complicated computation, the procedure for obtaining the solution is 
precisely the same as in the previous examples. We therefore do not include 
the proof of the solution. For notational convenience, if Y = (vij) is a matrix 
we will write Y(i,J) = yfj . 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Determine the number of sequences on the alphabet 
(1, 2,..., M} of any given length on Fig. 2 on the relations (,(, 2). 
Solution. Let II = (7~~ , ~~ , r3} where z-I = <, rz = > and 7~~ is equality. 
Fori= 1,2and3let 
Let T E GP encode the problem. Then 
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where 
X(k, N) = k if N=k 
= 2k if N=k+l 
=k if N=k+2 
=o otherwise 
and 
Y(k, N) = k2 + k if N=k+l 
= 3k2 + 5k if N=kf2 
= 3k2 + 7k if N=k+3 
= k2 + 3k if N=k+4 
=o otherwise. 
One easily computes that YA, is the identity matrix and 
&&, N> = 1 if N=k+l 
= 0 otherwise 
and 
ho& NJ = k if N=k 
=k+l if N=k+l 
= 0 otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 4.4a. For the sake of illustration, we will use our solution 
above to find the number of sequences on the alphabet {1,2,..., M} on Fig. 3 
on the relations (<, 2). 
Solution. 
Lx’1 WV) = [Z (Y) m 01 [,i (Y) J% t)] - [t; (Y) m t)]7 
t=1 
where D( 1, t), E( 1, t ) and F( 1, t) are given in Table III. 
Again for purposes of comparison we note that while according to Example 
4.3a there are 11,616 sequences over the alphabet { 1,2,..., 7) on Fig. 3 on the 
relations (<, >), according to this Example there are 32,028 such sequences 
on the relations (<, a). 1 
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TABLE III 
t D(L f) EU, t> HI, I) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
>8 
0 
4 
46 
170 
278 
210 
60 
0 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Find the number of permutations of a given length which 
begin with a copy of Fig. 6, end with a copy of Fig. 7 and have any number of 
copies of Fig. 8 in between (where endpoints of adjacent figures are identified), 
all on the relations (<, >). 
FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7 FIGURE 8 
Solution. If T encodes the problem, then 
+,pm = 
I 
f& C-1)” H?z(9n + 3) zgn+4 ] (9n + 4)! 
x [1 - n$0(-1)7’ H, I(‘” + 5, - l/[(‘” 2 8, - 11 zgn+g (9n + 9)! I-’ 
where H, = &=r [(““,-‘) - l][(“$‘) - lJ(“~“). One might note that this 
solution yields 360, 855 such permutations on 13 points. 1 
5. OTHER ALPHABETS 
Although the theory presented here has been in the language of an alphabet 
isomorphic to the positive integers, all of our material generalizes to other 
alphabets, either immediately or with slight modifications. 
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We will use all of the previous notation to refer to the alphabet P. Let P 
denote any other alphabet and boldface the previous notation to denote the 
sets and functions defined with respect to this alphabet. For example, CYb is 
the collection of all square matrices with entries from P x P. Precisely as 
before, p : CY --f &? is a well defined function which adds up the sequences 
which fit specified patterns. Definition 1.2( 1) should obviously be extended 
to pM for any subset M of P by p”(A) = C~osu(AJ:,m(ojCM) . 
With this structure, problems on the alphabet P are now solved at the level 
of sequences. Now in the previous sections we created the functions 4 and $n 
to enumerate sequences over P with specified properties. In order to apply 
our methods to sequences over P, we must decide with respect to which 
properties we wish to enumerate these sequences, and then define the appro- 
priate functions. In this section we illustrate this procedure by looking at two 
very natural examples. 
Fix P = Pt, that is, t-tuples of elements of P for some t > 2. Let 17 = 
@-1 9 n2> where 7rl = < and ?r2 = >. Let TilTi *** Tit be any fixed word of 
length t with entries from 17. For a1 = (ull, o,l:..., 0:) and u2 = (gr2, ~2,.,., 
ut2) E P, define (ul, u”) E x1 if and only if (okI, uk2) E nil for all k = 1, 2 ,..., t. 
Define x2 = w\nl and n = (x1 , x2). 
If 7 = u1u2 **. c? E &? b, then T may be viewed as a t x n matrix over P 
whose columns uj = (ulj, u,j,.,., uj) are elements of P and whose rows ui = 
u.la.2 . . . uin are elements of gb . To say that T E w(A) for A = (a,J ~~~ is 
to say that for all columns ui and crj of the matrix, (ui, uj) E aij . 
In Theorem 5.1 below, for given A Ecsdb we will count the sequences 
7 E z(A) such that each row of the matrix T is a permutation and such that 
the sum of the inversion of the rows is a fixed number. It is easy to see that 
Lemma 1.9 applies to the alphabet P and hence that the theorem actually 
counts sequences in X(T) for any T E OT, which have the above properties and 
are of given length. For each A = (aij) GCPL, define S(A) = (ail) E GYb where 
aii = 7~~ if and only if aij = xlc for k = 1 and 2 and aij = o if and only 
if a,, = 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A = (ag) E ab where aij E {x1 , o} for all i and j. Then 
for each n, m E P, I{T = a1 **a ul’ E X(A) : Us E Yn for all i = l,..., t and 
I&, I(4 = m>l = W/n !,Y qml($,pWNt. 
Proof. Direct calculation shows that the result holds as long as I &(A)\ = 
/ I+&)/ for all j = l,..., t where A$ is the matrix obtained from S(A) by 
replacing every occurrence of rrl with ni.. But this holds because of the 
symmetry between r1 and 7r2 for permutations. 1 
The reader might note that from Theorem 5.1 it is easy to produce the 
function 9, for which [(z’“/n!,) qm] &p(A) gives the desired result, as in 
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Proposition 1.6. We have written the theorem in the stated form since all our 
results of the previous sections can be applied easily. 
Theorem 5.1 generalizes a result of Stanley [9, Corollary 3.21 in which he 
provides a formula for obtaining this same result (stated somewhat dif- 
ferently) in the case that 7rii = r1 for allj = 1, 2,..., I, and A = (aij) is such 
that ai, # w if and only if j = i + 1. The second condition is equivalent to 
saying that A only relates adjacent elements. 
For our next example, in Theorem 5.2 below for given A ~~~ and ME P 
we will count the sequences T E K(A) such that each row of the matrix T is a 
sequence whose image is a subset of [Ml. Again observe that by linearity and 
Lemma 1.9 the theorem actually enumerates sequences in X(T) for any 
T EG!. We assume now that nij = rrl for all j = 1, 2,..., t. Precisely as in 
Definition 1.3 we want 4: Bb ---f R[x] to be given by +(T) = x’(~). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A = (aii) E tZ?, , where aii E {x1 , ml- for all i and j. Then 
for each n, ME P, 
[x”] +p[“l”(A) = [.unt](+,++# 
= I(7 = al .*. cm E X(A): Im(u,) C [M]for all i = I,..., t}l. 
The proof is a straightforward calculation, and will be omitted. 
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